
Please read the following points before installation as this will help you to prevent 
the most common reasons for loss of signal and product failure.

Scan this QR code for more information 
or speak to one of our call center 
advisors on 0344 292 7062

The thermostat and receiver are already paired together. 
If you have un-paired them by accident, please see page 
4 in the installation guide.

The thermostat and the receiver must be at least  
30cm from any metal or electrics, including the boiler 
casing. Mounting multiple receiver units alongside each 
other can cause wireless saturation.

The building’s structure may influence the performance 
of wireless products e.g. foil backed plasterboard, thick 
stone walls, etc.

Keep the thermostat at least 1m away from any object 
that could create interference e.g. microwave ovens, 
wireless hubs, smart meters, cordless phone bases, etc.

The Center programmable thermostat has a default 
schedule. Help the end user to program their schedule 
after installation and save call backs later.

What do the lights on the receiver mean?
Green light - when the signal is good.
Red flashing light - when the wireless 
signal is lost. 
For further information please see page 3 
of the installation guide.
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Your Center programmable thermostat will be most efficient when it’s used  
in automatic mode not in manual mode.

A programmable thermostat allows you to create a schedule that 
reflects the heating requirements in your home. This will help you 
to reduce wasted heat and increase the systems efficiency.

There are no ‘off’ periods just time and temperature set points. 
The boiler will only call for heat if the room temperature drops 
below a set point.

You can program up to 4 different set points for each day of the 
week, to suit your needs. To find out how to programme your 
thermostat, please go to page 3 of the user guide.
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Setting Selected temperature Routine
Set point 1. (P1) 6am - 19ºC Getting ready for work/kids ready for school
Set point 2. (P2) 9am - 15ºC Comfort temperature
Set point 3. (P3) 3pm - 21ºC Children are home
Set point 4. (P4) 9pm - 12ºC Temperature reduced for bedtime

Scan this QR code for more 
information and to access the  
user & installation guide.
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